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ABSTRACT 
 
The recent debate on the effectiveness of directly observed treatment (DOT) for the 
treatment of tuberculosis is confusing. National tuberculosis programs and partners including 
the World Health Organization (WHO) have promoted DOT to enhance patients’ adherence 
to treatment; while scientific communities reported that there is no evidence to support.  
 
We believe the debate needs review from the programs’ viewpoints. For them, DOT was the 
key component of the DOTS strategy, the WHO recommended tuberculosis control strategy, 
and was the thrust of DOTS expansion. DOT and DOTS were promoted in an inseparable 
way, and the effectiveness of DOT is therefore evident as DOTS ensured more than 80% 
treatment adherence globally. DOTS, without her DOT, is nothing.  
The reported results of studies that discounted the effectiveness of DOT also need revisit as 
their treatment outcomes are too low. It seemed that the components of DOTS were not 
implemented appropriately. DOTS; without her, DOT is nothing. 
 
Further assessment of the effectiveness of DOT is still needed, but should be conducted in a 
way evaluating the effectiveness among different types of DOT, and not DOT vs. non-DOT. 
Such studies may respond to the real needs in the field that programs are facing.  
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
National tuberculosis programs together with the World Health Organization (WHO) and 
partners have widely promoted the Directly Observed Treatment (DOT) to enhance patients’ 
adherence to treatment. DOT is defined as “an observer watches the patient swallowing their 
tablets in a way that is sensitive and supportive to the patient’s needs” [1], and is as a key 
component of DOTS, WHO recommended tuberculosis control strategy [2, 3]. DOTS was 
formulated almost 10 years before [4], and is rapidly expanding. By 2002, 70% of the global 
populations live in countries, or parts of countries, covered by DOTS [5] and naturally by 
DOT as well. 
 
However, the effectiveness of DOT on patients’ adherence was questioned by a number of 
randomized trials [6-11]. The recent Cochrane reviews [12, 13] that reviewed the trials in 
reality could not found any significant benefit of DOT on patients’ adherence (Volmink 2000, 
Volmink 2003). One of the studies concluded that, “The effect of direct observation on cure 
or treatment completion was similar to those of self-administered treatment.” [10] The 
Medicine San Frontier (MSF) also stated recently that the effectiveness of DOT “continues to 
be one of the most contentious aspects of DOTS.” [14]  
 
The situation is confusing. The program side has extensively expanded DOT as a part of 
DOTS, while the scientific studies could not find evidence to support the effectiveness of 
DOT. Why this kind of discrepancy happened to the globally expanded strategy? Should 
DOTS be with DOT or without DOT? We look into the debate from the viewpoints of the 
programs. The programs have reasons why they continued to expand DOT. Even the 
evidences that claim the non-effectiveness of DOT was perceived differently by the 
programs. We review the debate from the viewpoints of programs and explore possible way-
outs. 
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2. DOT AND DOTS: BRIEF HISTORY 
 
Directly observed treatment (DOT) is a key component of the comprehensive DOTS strategy.  
DOT has a long history in tuberculosis control [12, 15]. Its concept was firstly developed in 
1950s [16], and was adopted firstly in the tuberculosis drug trial in Madras, India, in early 
1960s [17], and then in Hong Kong [18].  
 
When WHO developed a comprehensive strategy of tuberculosis control, or DOTS, in early 
1990s [4], DOT was placed as one of the five key component, particularly as a tool to 
enhance patients’ adherence to treatment [1-3]. The five components of DOTS are as 
follows [3]:  
• Government commitment 
• Case-detection using sputum microscopy among persons seeking care for prolong 

cough 
• Standardized short-course chemotherapy under proper case management conditions 

including DOT  
• Regular drug supply 
• Standardized monitoring and reporting system that allows assessment of individual 

patients as well as of overall program performance 
 
DOT was given special emphasis when DOTS was introduced. It was not only for its role on 
patients’ adherence, but also as an icon to sell the new strategy as a whole to decision 
makers. The idea of “helping patients to take all drugs through supervision and become 
cured” was attractive to many decision makers, although DOT itself was nothing new at all. 
The logics explained in the Box 1 outline one of the approaches that programs often used to 
“sell” DOT and then DOTS at large.  
 

Box 1
An approach used to “sell” DOT/DOTS to decision makers

• The duration of “short” course treatment is too long: 6 to 8 months. 
It is not easy for patients to complete all drugs. Also, patients usually 
become asymptomatic few weeks after the start of treatment.

• The treatment is complicated as patients have to take a large number of 
tablets everyday – usually more than 10 tablets. At that time four-drug 
fixed dose combination tablets were not available.

• Accordingly many patients may default from the treatment. 
If defaulted, they may not only be cured, but also may develop chronic 
tuberculosis, most likely in a drug resistance form.

• The best way to enhance patients’ adherence is DOT. This is a 
mechanism in which someone accountable would help patients take drug 
everyday at least during the first two-month of treatment.

• To do so, introduction of comprehensive strategy, i.e. DOTS, is needed. 
This includes proper diagnosis with sputum microscopy, regular supply of 
drugs, proper monitoring of activities, and political will to do them all.

 
 
3. DOTS: IS IT EFFECTIVE? 
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The programs firstly implemented DOTS in so-called pilot project areas. The results were 
encouraging: treatment success rates, an indicator for patients’ adherence, improved 
drastically from less than 50% to more than 80% [19]. Encouraged with the results, the 
programs started to expand DOTS rapidly. 
 
By end 2002, DOTS is covering 70% of the global population [5]. Effectiveness of the DOTS 
strategy is evident. Globally, the treatment success rates in DOTS areas have always been 
significantly better than that of non-DOTS areas (Graph 1). In 2001 for example, it was 82% 
in DOTS areas while it was only 40% in non-DOTS areas. “DOTS is the best approach we 
have [14]” to ensure patients’ adherence. 

Graph 1
Global treatment success rates (1998 – 2001)
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4. DOT: IS IT EFFECTIVE? – EMPIRICAL VIEWPOINTS OF PROGRAMS  
 
As DOTS is found effective in enhancing patients’ adherence (Graph 1), DOT is effective in 
enhancing patients’ adherence. This simplistic expression describes the viewpoints of the 
program. 
 
This was primarily because DOT was recognized and promoted as a tool to enhance 
patients’ adherence. DOT was recognized as the center of DOTS, and was indeed the thrust 
of DOTS expansion, as explained in the Box 1. DOT was inseparable from DOTS: without 
DOT, DOTS could not have been expanded nor have produced such outcomes. Therefore 
as DOTS effective in patients’ adherence, DOT is effective in patients’ adherence. In other 
words: DOTS, without her DOT, is nothing. 
 
This view is of course empirical viewpoints of the program and is not really scientifically 
based. It would be important assess the effectiveness of DOT alone on patients’ adherence. 
We will review the results of such randomized trials in the next chapter. 
 
 
5. DOT: IS IT REALLY EFFECTIVE? – STUDY RESULTS 
 
There have been a number of studies conducted to assess the effectiveness DOT. The 
latest Cochrane reviews included the six studies that would meet the selection criteria [13]. 
The criteria were: randomized and quasi-randomized trials of appointing agents (health 
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workers, community volunteers, or family member) directly observing people swallowing 
drugs, compared with self-treatment. 
 
Of the six studies, four studies are actually relevant to the effectiveness of DOT as they 
addressed treatment of active tuberculosis patients: the other two studies focused on the 
preventive chemotherapy [6, 8]. The four studies are from South Africa [10], Thailand [7], 
South Africa [11], and in Pakistan [9]. Study outlines and results are respectively 
summarized in Table 1 and 2. We looked into the results of new patients only, as re-
treatment regimens do not always have the same treatment efficacy. 
 

Table 1
Randomized trials on DOT effectiveness

Self-
administration

by health worker
by family member

4971996 - 994. Pakistan 
(2001)

Self-
administration

by clinic nurse
by LHW

961994 - 953. South Africa 
(2000)

Self-
administration

by health staff
by community member
by family member

8361996 - 972. Thailand 
(1999)

Self-
administration

by clinic nurse1601994 - 951. South Africa 
(1998)

Non-DOT 
arm

DOT armNo. of new 
patients

Study 
years

Study 
(reported year)

 

Table 2
Treatment success rates in randomized trials

65%62%-67%4. Pakistan 
(2001)

52%-91%
(LHW)

67%3. South Africa 
(2000)

76%84%79%88%2. Thailand 
(1999)

56%--59%1. South Africa 
(1998)

Family memberCommunity memberHealth staff

Non-DOT
arm

DOT armStudy 
(reported year)

 
In the study 1, South Africa (1998), patients were assigned into either DOT or self-
supervised. DOT patients were asked to attend the clinic to take medication under 
supervision of clinic nurses in 5 days a week during the first 2 months of treatment. Self-
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supervised patients were required to visit the clinic once a week, or to send a family member 
to collect drugs. Treatment success rate among new patients was 59% in the DOT arm and 
56% in self-supervised arm. The authors concluded that “At high rates of treatment 
interruption, self-supervision achieved equivalent outcomes to clinic DO at lower cost.” 
 
In the study 2, Thailand (1999), patients were assigned either under DOT or self-supervised. 
In the DOT arm, supervisors were chosen either from health staff, community members, or 
patients’ family members. Self-supervised patients went to health facility once a month. 
Treatment success rate was 84% in the DOT cohort and 76% in the self-supervised group. 
In DOT cohort, success rate was 88% in health workers’ supervision, 79% in community 
members’ supervision, and 84% in family members’ supervision. The authors concluded that, 
“While a general focus on programme performance can improve outcomes, DOT provides 
significant additional benefits.” 
 
In the study 3, South Africa (2000), patients were divided into three arms: DOT by clinic 
nurse, DOT by lay health worker (LHW), or lay volunteer, or self-administration. Patients with 
DOT by LHW took drugs several times per week at their LHW’s home and under LHW’s 
supervision. Treatment success rates among new patients were 67% in clinic nurse 
supervision arm, 91% in LHW arm, and 52% in self-supervision arm. The authors concluded 
that, “LHW supervision approaches statistically significant superiority, but fails to reach it its 
most likely due to the study’s limitation, the small sample size.” 
 
In the study 4, Pakistan (2001), patients were assigned either under DOT by health workers, 
DOT by family members, or self-administration. Patients assigned DOT by health workers 
were required to attend the health facility or community health worker six times a week in the 
first 2 months of treatment. As for patients under DOT by family members, patients (or family 
members) collected drugs fortnightly from the health facility. Self-administrated patients 
collected drugs from the health facility fortnightly. Treatment success rates were 67% in DOT 
by health workers, 62% in DOT by family members, and 65% in self-administered treatment. 
They concluded that “direct observation of treatment did not give any additional improvement 
in cure rates.” 
 
In summary, treatment outcomes were similar among those under DOT and self-
administration arms, except for the Study 2. The relation of treatment outcome and DOT is 
complex, and the results of the study could be due to other influential social and economical 
factors [12, 20]). Nevertheless, no evidence was found to endorse the effectiveness of DOT 
on patients’ adherence. The authors thus concluded that randomized control trials provided 
no assurance that the routine use of DOT would improve treatment success rates.  
 
 
6. DOT: IS DOT EFFECTIVE? – REBUTTAL FROM THE PROGRAMS 
 
From program viewpoints, studies 1 (South Africa) and 4 (Pakistan) have a serious problem. 
Their treatment success rates are too low in all arms: 56-59% in Study 1 and 62-67% in 
Study 4. The low rates indicate poor, if not disastrous, managerial capacity of the study 
teams regarding the implementation of control activities. In other words, in both studies, 
essential components of tuberculosis control were not implemented appropriately. The 
studies could just be comparing one poor performance with similarly poor performance, and 
could be meaningless. This view was reflected in the opinion of the manager of the national 
program of Pakistan: “The study was completed at a time when the National Tuberculosis 
Programme was in its infancy and not functioning effectively” and “the weak managerial 
capacity was reflected in all three” arms [21]. 
 
This point would become clearer when the study results are compared with the latest DOTS 
treatment outcomes of their national programs (Graph 2) [5]. In Pakistan, the program 
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achieved 76% treatment success rate with a cohort of 6251 patients: 12 percentage points 
higher than the trial. In South Africa, the program achieved 65% treatment success rate with 
a cohort of 83,233 patients, in comparison of the trial results of 59%. One should notice that 
in the program cohort of South Africa, 7% of patients died during the course of treatment 
most probably due to HIV/AIDS, while in the trial only 1% of the patients enrolled died. 

Graph 2
Treatment success rates in randomized trials and 

national programs (Pakistan and South Africa)
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The two studies indicate that implementing DOTS, with or without DOT, needs careful 
preparation and good managerial capacity. The components of DOTS, again with our 
without DOT, should be put in place appropriately. Otherwise, as shown in the two studies, 
adding DOT to or subtracting DOT from would not make any difference. The studies are in 
this regard indicating: DOTS; without her, DOT is nothing.  
 
The Study 3 (South Africa) has a critical problem: as the authors said, the sample size of 
new cases was in principle too small to make conclusive discussions. The Study 2 of 
Thailand was the only study that endorsed the effectiveness of DOT. 
 
In summary, the results of the Studies 1 and 4, which gave the strong reasons to the non-
effectiveness of DOT, need very careful re-interpretation. The Study 3 has a sample size 
problem. The Study 2 endorsed the effectiveness of DOT. Therefore, from program 
viewpoints, there is no evidence to support the non-effectiveness of DOT on patients’ 
adherence to treatment.  
 
 
7. WAY OUT? 
 
From the program viewpoints, DOT is effective on patients’ adherence as; “DOTS, without 
her DOT, is nothing.” The trials have problems because tuberculosis control as a whole was 
not implemented appropriately and therefore effectiveness of DOT is difficult to measure, or 
“DOTS; without her, DOT is nothing.” These viewpoints, of course, may not be sensible to 
the scientific viewpoints. Is there any way out to solve this unsolved issue?  
 
Carrying out new randomized trials on DOT is one way. We may find clearer evidence to 
define the effectiveness of DOT. One of the trial reports [9] indicated that, “The effectiveness 
of direct observation of treatment remains unclear, and further operational research is 
needed.” 
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Conducting new trials, however, may not be so attractive to programs under current 
technical, strategic and political context. At present, programs are busy in expanding DOTS 
and improving its quality to achieve the global targets. The concept of DOTS, together with 
DOT as a key component, is widely accepted by programs in the world. Programs may not 
see immediate need to revisit the core component of DOTS at this stage.  
 
There are also practical problems. It would be logistically difficult to find suitable areas for 
trials. The remaining areas that are not covered with DOTS are usually less-accessible and 
difficult areas for DOTS expansion. Conducting trials in such areas may not be practical or 
give representative results.  
 
One way to make new trials attractive to the programs is to focus on comparing the 
effectiveness of different types of DOT, and not that of DOT vs. non-DOT. Types of DOT 
used are usually either: (a) DOT by health workers at health facilities, (b) DOT by community 
health workers, (c) DOT by community volunteers, and (d) DOT by family members. 
 
Programs are implementing different types of DOT with different degrees. For each patient 
the type of DOT is usually decided in the field according. There are still limited amount of 
data to suggest which types of DOT have better effectiveness than others under different 
situations [13]. Such trials are also important for national programs to identify the ways to 
make the best use of available resources without compromising the quality. DOT is time-
consuming and labor-intensive and also needs good preparation and continued follow up 
including motivation to the staff.  
 
Tuberculosis is a global problem. This curable disease still kills 2 million people every year 
[5]. DOTS is the best available strategy to address this problem, and DOT is still core of the 
strategy for tuberculosis control programs. It is important to make the current debate more 
productive by taking the program viewpoints into consideration. 
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